The impact of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies on the extratropical circulation during the El Niño winter of 1997-98 is studied through atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) integrations. The model's midlatitude response is found to be very robust, of the correct amplitude, and to have a fairly realistic spatial structure. The sensitivity of the results to different aspects of the anomalous distributions of SST is analyzed. It is found that the extratropical circulation in the North Pacific-North American sector is significantly different if SST anomalies over the Indian Ocean are included. Using a comparison of observed and simulated 200-hPa streamfunction anomalies, it is argued that the modeled midlatitude impact of Indian Ocean SST anomalies is largely realistic. However, while the local sensitivity of the atmosphere to small differences in SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific can be substantial, the remote sensitivity in midlatitudes is small. Consistently, there is little difference between the simulated extratropical circulation anomalies obtained using SSTs predicted by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction in October 1997 and those obtained using observed tropical Pacific SSTs. Neither is there any detectable atmospheric signal associated with SST anomalies over the North Pacific.
Introduction
The predictability of El Niño and its remote impacts is a subject of intense current interest. In midlatitudes, El Niño events tend to be accompanied by a deepened Aleutian low and a ridge downstream over North America (Horel and Wallace 1981) . This wavelike pattern resembles the classical Pacific-North American (PNA) teleconnection pattern (Wallace and Gutzler 1981) , or more precisely the tropical Northern Hemisphere (TNH) pattern (Barnston and Livezey 1987; Deser and Blackmon 1993; Robertson and Ghil 1999) . There is, however, considerable inter-El Niño variability in the observed response patterns and the relationship between tropical SST anomalies and TNH-like patterns is still not well understood (Ting and Sardeshmukh 1993; Kumar and Hoerling 1995) . Nevertheless, there is mounting evidence that intense El Niños such as the 1982-83 and 1997-98 events exert a large and robust influence on the midlatitude atmosphere (Barnett and Preisendorfer 1987; Palmer and Anderson 1994; Brankovic et al. 1994; Kumar and Hoerling 1997; Barnston et al. 1999) .
Two-tier seasonal-to-interannual prediction systems (Bengtsson et al. 1993; Barnett et al. 1994; Ji et al. 1994 ) use a coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM to predict SSTs, which are then prescribed as the boundary conditions for ensembles of atmospheric GCM (AGCM) ''predictions.'' These produce a prediction of the extratropical response and assessment of its statistical significance. It is important to know the limitations of this approach: which aspects of the global SST distribution need to be captured, and how accurately, in order to make successful two-tier predictions? Do small SST errors over the tropical Pacific have a measurable impact on the extratropical response of an AGCM? Do the SST anomalies (SSTAs) over other oceans-the Indian, Atlantic, and extratropical Pacific Oceans-that tend to accompany El Niño events have any significant impact? These questions are not completely resolved. As an example, consider the influence of SST anomalies over the extratropical North Pacific. A number of AGCM
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studies (e.g., Saravanan 1998; Lau 1997; Graham et al. 1994) have shown that the atmospheric response to midlatitude SST anomalies is weak and not very robust. However, a somewhat more robust response has been found in models with higher spatial resolution Latif and Barnett 1994) . Furthermore, using an analysis of observational data, Gershunov and Barnett (1998) recently argued that the relatively modest (Ͻ1 K) SST variations in the extratropical Pacific Ocean associated with the North Pacific oscillation can have a substantial impact on the extratropical response to El Niño and La Niña.
The present paper examines the atmospheric response to SST anomalies during the exceptional ENSO event that developed in 1997-1998. This event was characterized by strong SST anomalies in the Pacific-some of the strongest on record-starting as early as the northern spring of 1997. Significant SST anomalies also developed in the Indian Ocean, and extratropical Pacific; the positive anomalies in the western Indian Ocean were the largest ever observed there. We focus on the January-March (JFM) 1998 seasonal circulation and precipitation anomalies. The choice of JFM averages rather than December-February (DJF) averages as representative of the northern winter was based on the greater similarity among the anomaly patterns (especially in the extratropics) in individual months during these three months than during DJF. To address the importance of different aspects of the SST distribution we examine separately the impact of SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific, extratropical Pacific, tropical Indian, and tropical Atlantic Oceans.
The most striking aspect of our results is the significant sensitivity of the model's extratropical response to the SST anomalies in the Indian Ocean. In order to interpret this result, we test the extent to which the extratropical response to SST anomalies confined to the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans can be simply estimated by linear superposition of the individual responses. Linear theory has been used very successfully in describing the main features of the extratropical response to El Niño. The great circle stationary Rossby wave train that arises when an equatorial heat source is specified in a zonally symmetric linear model (Hoskins and Karoly 1981) clearly resembles the PNA-TNH pattern. The linear response becomes even more realistic when climatological stationary waves are included in the basic state (Branstator 1992; Ting and Yu 1998) .
We also test the extent to which the model response and its sensitivity to the region of SST forcing can be accounted for by the differential excitation of intrinsic modes of the model. This is done through an empirical analysis of intraseasonal weather regimes. In this case, the response becomes closely related to the modes of instability of the midlatitude atmosphere (Branstator 1985) . Nonlinearity associated with the transient eddies may also be important (Held et al. 1989) .
We begin in section 2 with a description of the model and of the design of the simulations and predictions. In section 3 we compare observed tropical precipitation anomalies, and extratropical circulation and precipitation anomalies with those simulated and predicted. Section 4 contains a discussion and interpretation of the significant impact we find of Indian Ocean SSTs on the extratropical circulation in the ensembles that include them. We conclude with a summary of findings in section 5.
Model and simulations
We use the University of California, Los Angeles, AGCM, which includes advanced parameterizations of the major physical processes in the atmosphere including solar and terrestrial radiation (Harshvardhan et al. 1987 (Harshvardhan et al. , 1989 , cumulus convection and planetary boundary layer (PBL) processes. The parameterization of cumulus convection is a version of the Arakawa-Schubert scheme (Arakawa and Schubert 1974) in which the cloud work function quasi-equilibrium assumption is relaxed by predicting the cloud-scale kinetic energy (Pan and Randall 1998) . PBL processes are parameterized using the mixed-layer approach of Suarez et al. (1983) as recently revised by Li and Arakawa (1997) ; these modifications result in much improved surface latent heat fluxes and stratocumulus cloud incidence. A more detailed description of the model can be found in Mechoso et al. (2000) , as well as online (http:// www.atmos.ucla.edu/esm/agcmdir). For this investigation, we select the 2.5Њ longitude by 2Њ latitude, 29-layer version with a domain extending from the earth's surface to the top of the stratosphere (1 hPa).
The integrations performed cover the period 1 October-31 March. The initial conditions were obtained by adding small random perturbations to the model's prognostic variables corresponding to an atmospheric state in early northern fall. This base atmospheric state was constructed using observational data corresponding to 1 October 1982. An eighteen-member control ensemble (control) was performed using Global Sea-Ice and Sea Surface Temperature Data Set climatological SSTs (Rayner et al. 1995) . Six additional nine-member ensembles were each performed with different distributions of SST anomalies added to the climatological fields. The choice of nine-member ensembles was partly guided by the suggestion of Kumar and Hoerling (1995) that an AGCM ensemble size of 6-10 should be sufficient to reliably detect the extratropical atmospheric response to SST forcing. The distribution type is used to identify the integrations. The ''forecast'' uses the SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific (30ЊS-25ЊN, 120Њ-290ЊE) from the ensemble of predictions completed on 15 October 1997 using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) coupled atmosphereocean GCM (Ji et al. 1998) . The ''tropical Pacific'' experiment uses observed anomalies (Reynolds and Smith 1995) in the same tropical Pacific domain in which they were predicted by the NCEP coupled GCM. The ''Pacific'' experiment uses observed anomalies for the entire Pacific basin (65ЊS-65ЊN, 120Њ-290ЊE). The ''PacificϩIndian'' experiment uses observed anomalies in the Indian Ocean (65ЊS-25ЊN, 40Њ-120ЊE) in addition to those in the Pacific experiment. The ''global'' experiment uses observed anomalies in all ocean basins. Finally, the ''Indian'' experiment uses observed anomalies in the Indian Ocean only. To assess the statistical significance of our results we apply a standard Student's t-test. Figure 1a shows the observed SST anomalies averaged over the period January-March 1998. The dominant feature in this field is the area of large positive values in the central and eastern tropical Pacific indicative of a strong El Niño. There are also significant positive anomalies (locally greater than 2ЊC) in the Indian Ocean and tropical Atlantic, and weaker negative anomalies in the western tropical Pacific and the midlatitude North and South Pacific as well as in the South Atlantic. Warm anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean frequently accompany strong warm anomalies in the eastern tropical Pacific, although a clear cause and effect relationship has yet to be demonstrated (Tourre and White 1995) . Klein et al. (1999) present evidence that SST anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean are connected to those in the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean through associated adjustments in the tropical atmospheric circulation, which they termed a ''tropical atmospheric bridge.'' Figure 1b shows the errors of NCEP-predicted (at a lead time of 5 months) tropical Pacific SSTs. The prediction is very accurate: errors are less than 1 K within 10Њ of the equator. Near the northwestern and southwestern boundaries are errors that exceed 1 K; along the northern boundary predicted SSTs are cooler than that threshold and along the southern boundary they are warmer.
Predicted and simulated responses to SST anomalies
In this section, modeled atmospheric anomalies are defined as the difference between the ensemble means of a particular integration with SST anomalies and the 18-member ensemble mean of control, which uses climatological SSTs. In the context of a case study, it is appropriate to compare the response to a prescribed distribution of SST anomalies with a climatological control run, in which the SST anomalies are absent. Our null hypothesis here is that SST anomalies do not influence the atmosphere and that all variability is intrinsic to the atmosphere. The consideration of any nonlinearities in which SST anomalies exert a rectified influence on the model climatology (e.g., Robertson et al. 2000) is beyond the scope of this study. Control simulations using climatological SSTs have been used by many authors over the years (e.g., Sud et al. 1991; Atlas et al. 1993; Chiba et al. 1996; Kirchner et al. 1998) in case studies of the impact of different lower boundary processes (such as SST distributions, soil moisture, deforestation, and snow cover) on the simulated atmospheric circulation.
a. Tropical response to SST anomalies
The first link in the chain that determines the remote response to tropical SSTs is established through the relationship between SST anomalies and overlying latent heating anomalies in the Tropics. Figure 2 shows JFM 1998 precipitation anomalies (an excellent proxy for vertically averaged latent heating anomalies) between 30ЊS and 30ЊN from observations [estimates from the Climate Prediction Center merged analysis of precipi- Fig. 1 . Specifically, there is a coincidence of positive precipitation and SST anomalies in the equatorial Pacific east of the date line, including a southeastward extension (less noticeable in SST) around 210ЊE, and in the western Indian Ocean where positive anomalies extend from near the equator and 60ЊE southeastward into the subtropics. Such a coincidence is common in the tropical Pacific, but relatively rare in the Indian Ocean where the observed correlation between interannual variations in precipitation and SST is quite low (Kumar and Hoerling 1998) . This suggests that normally the influence of the tropical Pacific (via the tropical atmospheric bridge) dominates. During 1997-98, however, we speculate that the Indian Ocean SST anomalies were large enough to overcome this effect. We note that there is generally less coincidence between negative precipitation anomalies and negative SST anomalies, especially in the Indian Ocean.
Except for small regions in Central and South Amer-ica and the extreme southeastern United States, statistically significant (at the 99% level) precipitation anomalies in the forecast are confined to the Pacific basin, which is the only region where anomalous SSTs are prescribed (Fig. 2b) . In the Pacific, the large positive anomalies are stronger (Ͼ8 mm day Ϫ1 ) and are centered slightly farther north than observed. Furthermore, the positive anomalies extend farther west into the western Pacific than observed. In most of this region, these positive anomalies are highly statistically significant. There are statistically significant negative anomalies in the western Pacific just north and south of the equator as were observed, although their magnitude in the region of the SPCZ is larger than that observed. In addition, the observed extension into the subtropics of the positive anomalies near 210ЊE is not found. This suggests a sensitivity of tropical precipitation to details in the distribution of tropical SSTs.
Figures 2c and 2d show the precipitation anomalies obtained in the tropical Pacific and Pacific experiments. As in the forecast, the statistically significant anomalies are practically confined to the Pacific Ocean basin. The pattern and magnitude of the anomalies in this region are closer to those observed in both the experiments than in the forecast. This is another example we find of the sensitivity of tropical precipitation to tropical SST anomalies. The differences between the tropical Pacific ( Fig. 2c) and Pacific experiments ( Fig. 2d ) are much smaller than the differences between either and the forecast. Including SST anomalies outside the Pacific does not substantially change the simulated tropical precipitation in the Pacific except in the region of the SPCZ, where the negative anomalies are stronger (see Figs. 2e and 2f). There are, however, statistically significant precipitation anomalies in regions outside the Pacific in these two experiments. Those in the far western Indian Ocean, which extend southeastward into the subtropics and are associated with the larger SST anomalies, are most prominent. These precipitation anomalies are similar in location to the observed (Fig. 2a) , but their magnitude is substantially overestimated (somewhat less so in the global than in the PacificϩIndian experiment, though the difference is not statistically significant).
b. Midlatitude response
We examine first the JFM 1998 anomalies in 700-hPa heights from the observations [data from the NCEP-NCAR 40-Year Reanalysis; Kalnay et al. (1996) ] and each of the experiments (see Fig. 3 ). The observed anomalies are calculated by taking the difference between reanalysis fields for 1998 and those averaged for the years 1968-96 as the observed climatology. The forecast, as well as the Tropical Pacific and Pacific experiments, all show similar 700-hPa height anomaly patterns, with a highly statistically significant negative anomaly center slightly west of that observed (near 45ЊN and 165ЊW) and positive anomalies covering all of Canada and Alaska. Positive anomalies were observed across much of Canada, but observed anomalies were negative over Alaska. The positive anomalies are statistically significant in a large region only in the forecast. The maximum amplitudes of the simulated negative and positive anomalies in the eastern Pacific and Canada are within 20 m of the observed anomaly amplitudes in these regions (Ϫ100 and ϩ60 m, respectively). Neither the differences between the anomalies in the tropical Pacific and Pacific experiments (not shown) nor the differences between the forecast and the tropical Pacific experiment (not shown) are statistically significant. Thus, although the tropical precipitation patterns are not identical, there is no detectable extratropical signal associated with either difference in the structure and evolution of tropical Pacific SSTs or midlatitude SSTs. These results, which were obtained with a relatively high spatial resolution, support the notion that the atmospheric response to midlatitude SST anomalies is, at the very least, nonrobust (Lau 1997) .
The PacificϩIndian and global experiments (Figs. 3e and 3f) show a pattern of anomalies that differs substantially from the others. The negative anomaly center in the North Pacific is located farther north and east (near 55ЊN, 150ЊW) and positive anomalies are confined to eastern Canada. Anomalies in both these centers are highly statistically significant and the simulated maximum amplitude is within 20 m of that observed. The positive anomalies in the subtropical Pacific Ocean are somewhat overestimated, however. Figure 4 shows the differences in 700-hPa heights between the PacificϩIndian and Pacific experiments. These are significant over much of the midlatitude Pacific and large parts of North America. The marked differences between the circulation anomalies over the North Pacific-North America sector in these experiments suggest an important impact of the SST anomalies in the Indian Ocean. The hint of a similar sort of impact can be seen in the difference between Figs. 4a and 4b of Lau (1997) , which show composite 500-hPa height anomalies for a set of El Niños. His Fig. 4a is obtained from GCM integrations using global SST anomalies for several ENSO warm events, while in his pronounced than in Fig. 4b and anomalies are predominantly negative over Alaska in Fig. 4a , while they are predominantly positive in Fig. 4b . These are the same sort of differences that are seen when comparing Fig.  3e to 3c, and which we attribute to Indian Ocean SST anomalies. However, as noted in the previous section, precipitation anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean are overestimated in the PacificϩIndian and global experiments. We will address this issue in section 4b.
In the absence of a long ''control'' run that uses observed SSTs, a detailed analysis of the skill of the FORECAST and experiment runs cannot be undertaken. In the following the term ''skill'' is used as a measure of model performance in a particular case and is not meant to imply any predictive skill. The skill of the anomaly fields produced by the different experiments has been compared using anomaly correlations (Murphy and Epstein 1989) between simulated and observed JFM 700-hPa heights for the region from 20Њ-70ЊN and 180Њ-300ЊE (see Table 1 ). The PacificϩIndian experiment has the highest anomaly correlation (0.79), and the forecast has the lowest (0.56), with the rest of the experiments clustered in a range of values that is slightly smaller than that of the PacificϩIndian. However, as can be seen from the error bars in Table 1 , we cannot clearly distinguish between the skill of the different experiments. Thus, we cannot be certain whether the significantly different anomaly pattern obtained when Indian Ocean SST anomalies are included is really an improvement. The forecast, however, is somewhat less skillful than any of the experiments. Also shown in Table 1 is the average spatial correlation between the ensemble mean anomaly pattern and that of the individual members of each ensemble. These correlations are high (Ͼ0.8) in all cases, which is consistent with the high local statistical significance in Fig. 3 . We conclude that the model's midlatitude response to the large SST anomalies in the Pacific is very robust [a similar conclusion for strong ENSO events was drawn by Hoerling and Kumar (1997) ] and that the influence of the smaller SST anomalies in the Indian Ocean is quite robust as well. Figure 5 shows precipitation anomalies over the United States, northern Mexico, and southern Canada expressed as a percentage of normal from CMAP observations, the forecast, and the Pacific and PacificϩIndian experiments. The corresponding results for the tropical Pacific and global experiments are not shown as they are very similar to those for the Pacific and PacificϩIndian, respectively. The shaded regions in Figs. 5b-d correspond to anomalies that are statistically significant at the 90% level. Note that this is a lower threshold for significance than was used in the analysis of 700-hPa height anomalies. Figure 5a shows that conditions were wetter than normal along much of the west coast and most of the eastern half of the United States with the largest departures from normal over northern California and Florida. The pattern of anomalous precipitation along the West Coast is typical of that observed during strong El Niños (Barnston et Hoerling and Kumar 2000) . This pattern differs from that typically observed during weak to moderate strength El Niños in which the anomalously wet conditions are confined to California (Schonher and Nicolson 1989) . Conditions were drier than normal across most of Canada and nearly all of northern Mexico.
c. Precipitation anomalies over the United States
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Each of the experiments (Figs. 5b-d ) produces regions of excess precipitation in the east and southeast United States, though in each the region covered by above normal precipitation is more confined to the deep South and extends farther west (into Texas/northern Mexico) than observed. Over large areas of the southeastern United States and the Gulf of Mexico these positive departures are statistically significant and their maximum amplitude is within 40% of the observed. Each of the experiments also produces a region of above normal precipitation somewhere along the West Coast. In the forecast and Pacific experiments (Figs. 5b and 5c), above normal precipitation is found only in California with the largest departures in southern California. This pattern of anomalies resembles observed composites for weak to moderate El Niño events (Schonher and Nicolson 1989) . In the PacificϩIndian experiment (Fig.  5d ), the positive departures over land are smaller and the largest departures are found offshore of Washington and Oregon. In all experiments, the maximum amplitude of these departures is within 40% of the observed. It should be noted that these West Coast anomalies are mostly not statistically significant at the 90% level. In the forecast and Pacific experiments, only small areas in southern California and western Canada show statistically significant positive departures, while there is a somewhat larger region of significant positive departures offshore of the Pacific Northwest in the PacificϩIndian experiment. Thus, though there are differences in the simulated anomalous precipitation patterns along the West Coast when Indian Ocean SST anomalies are included, these differences are not statistically significant over land. We note that the simulated anomalies in the southeastern United States/Gulf of Mexico are less affected by the inclusion of Indian Ocean SSTs.
Discussion
We have demonstrated in the previous sections of this paper that in our model simulations the inclusion SST anomalies over the Indian Ocean produces a statistically significant difference in the response over 700-hPa heights to El Niño over the North Pacific and western North America. Midlatitude SST anomalies, on the other hand, have a less robust and statistically insignificant impact. In this section, we examine from two different points of view the differences between experiments that include and those that exclude Indian Ocean SST anomalies.
a. Intrinsic modes of variability
Here we determine how much of the model's midlatitude response to tropical SST anomalies can be accounted for by intrinsic modes of low frequency (10 Ͻ T Ͻ 100 days) variability. The latter can be extracted empirically from the probability density function (PDF) of within-ensemble variability using 10-day lowpassfiltered daily geopotential height maps. Local maxima, or bumps, in the PDF correspond to regimes of recurrent and persistent height patterns in physical space that characterize the atmosphere's intrinsic intraseasonal modes of variability (Kimoto and Ghil 1993a,b) . Tropical heating anomalies driven by SST anomalies are hypothesized to influence the triggering of the atmosphere's intrinsic modes, rather than leading to distinct modes (Legras and Ghil 1985; Horel and Mechoso 1988; Palmer 1999 ). This implies changes in the frequency of occurrence of regimes rather than their spatial structures.
Four regimes were diagnosed over the North PacificNorth American sector from the within-ensemble model variability; details of the method are given in the appendix. The dataset used here is 36 winters of daily 700-hPa height maps from the 18 control members and the 9-member tropical Pacific and PacificϩIndian experiments. The latter two experiments were chosen as representative of the types of mean responses seen in Fig. 3 . Figure 6 shows composite hemispheric maps of daily 700-hPa height anomalies for the sets of days belonging to each regime. Regimes 1 and 2 loosely form a pair of opposite polarities, with a strong anomaly center over the Gulf of Alaska, extending over northern Canada and the Arctic. A broad, weaker anomaly center of the opposite polarity is located over the northwest Pacific. Regimes 3 and 4 both exhibit a deepened Aleutian low, and a weak downstream ridge centered over central North America and Alaska, respectively. Regimes 2-4 have clear counterparts in analyses of observed data using the same technique, while regime 1 has no obvious observed counterpart (Robertson and Ghil 1999) . Quite similar looking composite anomalies were derived from a clustering of the control ensemble alone (not shown).
The circulation regimes are similar in pattern to the ensemble mean responses in Fig. 3 in certain cases. For example, regime 4 is highly correlated with the response obtained in the Pacific experiment (r ϭ 0.92) while regime 1 is highly correlated that in the Indian (r ϭ 0.88), and to a lesser extent with that in the PacificϩIndian (r ϭ 0.57) ensemble mean response. These correlations were computed for the region 20Њ-70ЊN, 120ЊE-60ЊW. Figure 7 describes intraseasonal variability in terms of the frequency of occurrence of the four regimes in days per winter. The four regimes occur with rather similar frequency in each experiment, indicating that within-ensemble variability is scarcely affected by the prescribed SST anomalies. In addition, we wish to test the hypothesis that the differences in mean response between the experiments (i.e., Fig. 3 ) can be accounted for by changes in regime frequency. To do so, Fig. 8 shows the regime's frequency of occurrence with all geopotential height anomalies defined with respect to the mean of the control ensemble (see appendix for details). In this case, the PacificϩIndian experiment is characterized by a much higher occurrence of regime 1 and a smaller increase in the occurrence of regime 3, compared to Fig. 7 . In contrast, the tropical Pacific experiment shows an almost twice-greater increase in the occurrence of regime 4 plus a smaller increase in the occurrence of regime 3. We note that the total number of days in Fig. 8 that fall into a regime is 1607, compared to the 1460 days classified in Fig. 7 ; thus, the intrinsic regimes do appear to characterize well the mean response to SST anomalies. The bar-length differences shown in Fig. 7 can be interpreted as a conservative measure of random sampling variations. By this measure, the large differences in bar length in Fig. 8 are unlikely to be due to sampling errors.
To further test the extent to which the ensemble mean responses in Fig. 3 can be interpreted in terms of the model's intrinsic weather regimes, Fig. 9 shows response patterns derived solely from the regime composites in Fig. 6 . Here, each pattern has been weighted by its relative change in frequency between the CON-TROL and forced experiment (Fig. 8) . The patterns do compare reasonably well with Fig. 3 , with pattern correlations over the Pacific-North American sector (20Њ-70ЊN, 120ЊE-60ЊW) of r ϭ 0.74 (tropical Pacific) and r ϭ 0.65 (PacificϩIndian) demonstrating the relevance of the model's intrinsic modes of variability. The amplitudes in the regime response composites, however, are quite severely underestimated. This indicates that tropical forcing does influence the amplitude of the regimes, as well as their frequency of occurrence. This result is consistent with the observed weather regime study of Kimoto and Ghil (1993a) , which found that amplitude varies much more than spatial pattern.
Regime composites of 200-hPa streamfunction and divergence have been constructed analogous to Fig. 6 (not shown). Spatially coherent divergence anomalies are mostly confined to midlatitudes, suggesting that the regimes do not owe their existence to tropical forcing on intraseasonal timescales. 
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b. Linear response
In this section, we consider the linearity of the response, defined by the usual difference in ensemble means. The mean 700-hPa response patterns in Figs. 3 and 4 suggest that the response in the PacificϩIndian experiment can be interpreted as the sum of the responses in the Pacific and Indian experiments. To examine this apparent linearity further, we plot in Fig. 10 the JFM 200-hPa streamfunction anomalies. In the Pacific experiment (Fig. 10a) , twin upper-level anticyclones straddle the equator near the longitude of maximum equatorial precipitation anomalies at about 150ЊW. This configuration is typical of the atmospheric response to El Niño-like tropical heating anomalies (e.g., Horel and Wallace 1981) . There is some indication of poleward propagation over the North Pacific and North America, although the pattern does not resemble the great circle Rossby wave train seen in simplified models (Hoskins and Karoly 1981) . The Indian response (Fig. 10b) exhibits a similar anticyclonic pair near 60ЊE-the longitude of maximum tropical precipitation anomalies in the Indian Ocean-and a wavelike pattern downstream over the Pacific that arches over North America and into the Atlantic. Figures 10c and 10d display the difference between the anomalies in PacificϩIndian and Pacific experiments (Fig. 6c) and between the observed and the Pacific experiment (Fig.  10d ). There is a high degree of correspondence between Figs. 10c and 10d as evidenced by the high pattern correlation of r ϭ 0.83 between them for the region (20Њ-70ЊN, 30Њ-310ЊE). Ting and Yu (1998) examined the impact of heating anomalies at various longitudes in linear and nonlinear baroclinic models. Their results for heatings centered at 120ЊW and 60ЊE resemble those of our Pacific and Indian experiments, respectively. Nonlinear effects were found to be secondary, although the influence of anomalous transient eddies was not considered. Support for such a linear interpretation is given by the resemblance of Fig. 11 (which shows the 700-hPa JFM 1998 geopotential height anomalies from the Indian experiment) to Fig. 4 (the difference in 700-hPa height anomalies, PacificϩIndian minus Pacific), the pattern correlation between the two maps over the same region used in Table 1 is r ϭ 0.82. Further, the similarities between Figs. 10c (PacificϩIndian minus Pacific) and 10d (observed minus Pacific) indicate that the same sort of wave train seen in the Indian experiment (Fig. 10b ) was present in the real atmosphere during this time. This suggests that the overestimate of the local response in precipitation to Indian Ocean SST anomalies in the PacificϩIndian experiment (see Fig. 2e ) did not result in a serious overestimate of their impact on the extratropics. In order to better understand why this might be so, we examine the ''Rossby wave source,'' S, as defined by Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1988) . This is a diagnostic relevant to the extratropical atmospheric response to tropical SST anomalies:
where the velocity, v, has been written in terms of its rotational and divergent components (v and v , respectively) and f is the Coriolis parameter. As Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1988) emphasized, the area that acts as a source of Rossby waves in the presence of tropical heating does not generally coincide with the region where the heating takes place. In fact, the largest values of the Rossby wave source are typically in the subtropics rather than the Tropics due to the much stronger vorticity gradients in the vicinity of the subtropical jet.
These features are present in Fig. 12 , which shows anomalies in S at 200 hPa for JFM 1998 from the observations (Fig. 12a) , as well as the Indian, Pacific, and PacificϩIndian experiments (Figs. 12b,c,d , respectively). The observations (Fig. 12a) show that there were two primary regions, indicated by negative maxima in the field (dashed contours) on the equatorward flank of the subtropical jet in the Northern Hemisphere, that acted as anomalous sources of Rossby waves during this period. One region was over northern Africa and extended eastward into the Indian Ocean, the other was centered near Hawaii. Both of these regions are remote from the regions of anomalous divergent outflow (not shown) associated with anomalous tropical precipitation, which in both the Indian and Pacific Oceans are located very near, or somewhat south of, the equator. In between these negative anomaly centers is a positive one centered just south of Japan associated with indirect effects.
In the PacificϩIndian experiment (Fig. 12d) , there are also two primary negative anomaly centers, one over northern Africa extending eastward and the other in the central Pacific centered just south of Hawaii. The Indian (Fig. 12b) and Pacific (Fig. 12c) experiments each show one of those primary anomalous source regions. The positive anomaly center appears only in experiments (see Figs. 12b and 12d ) that include Indian Ocean SST anomalies. The largest anomalies in S have approximately the same magnitude as the observed, which are in the 10-15 ϫ 10 Ϫ11 s Ϫ2 range. Simulated anomalies in S are somewhat overestimated over northern Africa and slightly underestimated in the central Pacific. More precisely, since it is the area-integrated value of S that is most relevant to the impact on the extratropics, we have computed the differences between Figs. 12a and 12d in these area-averaged values for the anomaly center in the Indian sector (10Њ-30ЊN, 20Њ-80ЊE). We find that the values are larger than observed in the PacificϩIndian experiment by a factor of 1.75. The model does have too much forcing, nevertheless, the area-averaged (10ЊS-10ЊN, 20Њ-80ЊE) tropical precipitation anomalies in the Indian sector are overestimated by a considerably greater factor (3.1). Thus, although precipitation anomalies (Fig. 2e) and upper-tropospheric divergence anomalies (not shown) in the tropical Indian Ocean are both substantially overestimated in the PacificϩIndian experiment, the overestimate in the associated anomalous Rossby wave source in the subtropics is considerably smaller. An inspection of the 200-mb vorticity field from the Control experiment (not shown) shows that the model underestimates meridional gradients of vorticity on the equatorward flank of the subtropical jet. Such an underestimate would reduce the magnitude of the anomalous Rossby wave source in this region. The overall picture that emerges from this analysis is one in which the differences between the Pacific and PacificϩIndian experiments can be understood in terms of the linear superposition of a Rossby wave train emanating from the Indian Ocean. In support of this conclusion we offer the following: the similarity of Fig. 11 to Fig. 4 , the resemblance of Fig. 10c to Fig. 10b , and the fact that in Fig. 12 we see that the two primary centers of anomalous Rossby wave forcing found in observations and the PacificϩIndian experiment appear in isolation in the Pacific and Indian experiments.
Conclusions
The response of the extratropical winter circulation to SST anomalies has been analyzed through atmospheric general circulation model two-tier predictions and simulations using the 1997-98 winter as a case study. Ensembles of simulations and predictions were performed using different distributions of SST anomalies as lower boundary conditions. We found that the extratropical circulation in the North Pacific-North American sector is significantly different if SST anomalies over the Indian Ocean are included. The SST anomalies in the western Indian Ocean during this winter were the largest of record and were accompanied by large positive precipitation anomalies. On the other hand, while small differences in the structure and evolution of tropical SSTs anomalies in the Pacific had a substantial impact on the simulated precipitation anomalies in the Tropics, their impact on the midlatitude circulation was small. In addition, there was no detectable atmospheric signal associated with extratropical SST anomalies.
The different extratropical responses found in simulations that include Indian Ocean SSTAs compared to those that do not were interpreted in terms of a linear superposition of a Rossby wave train emanating from the subtropical Indian Ocean region. By comparing observed and simulated 200-hPa streamfunction anomalies, we argued that the modeled impact of the Indian Ocean SST anomalies on the extratropical circulation was realistic.
We have also examined the extratropical response to SST anomalies in terms of their influence on the model's intrinsic modes of intraseasonal variability via a PDF analysis of 700-hPa height anomalies. The results strongly suggest that the model's modes of intrinsic var- iability are involved in the mean response to SSTs and that the tropical SST anomalies influence the frequency of occurrence of these modes. Furthermore, they suggest that the tropical forcing influences the amplitude of the intrinsic modes as well as their frequency of occurrence.
Our basic conclusion is that Indian Ocean SST anomalies can impact the northern winter extratropical circulation at least in the particular winter chosen for case study . The limitation to a single year does not allow us to make any general comments on the impact of the Indian Ocean on the northern winter circulation. However, our findings provide an important counterexample to those of Kumar and Hoerling (1998) , who found that, in general, the inclusion of SST anomalies in the Indian Ocean degraded their simulations of the extratropical northern winter circulation. They attributed this to the fact that the modeled tropical precipitation anomalies in the Indian Ocean were poorly simulated, being unrealistically highly correlated with local SST anomalies. In 1997-98, observed Indian Ocean precipitation anomalies are fairly well correlated with SST anomalies and our simulations suggest that these have a statistically significant impact on the extratropics. As with any modeling study, we must note the possibility that our results might be model-dependent. Concerning this possibility, we again note the correspondence between Figs. 6c and 6d, which suggests that our model simulations are producing realistic results. Goddard and Graham (1999) have already demonstrated the importance of tropical Indian SSTAs for simulating rainfall anomalies over eastern and southern Africa. Together with our results, this provides motivation for operational centers to provide SST forecasts for the entire Tropics. 
APPENDIX
Weather Regime Methodology
To construct the weather regimes, within-ensemble variability was first isolated for each experiment by (i) lowpass filtering at 10 days (Blackmon and Lau 1980) and (ii) subtracting the ensemble mean seasonal cycle of the respective experiment on a daily basis, subsequent to the lowpass filtering. Weather regimes were then derived from the PDF of a 36-winter daily dataset of 700-hPa geopotential height maps over the North PacificNorth American sector (20Њ-70ЊN, 120ЊE-60ЊW). Here the period 1 December 1997-31 March 1998 was selected to increase the sample size. Likewise, the dataset of the 18 control members was concatenated together with the 9-member tropical Pacific and PacificϩIndian ensembles to obtain a large enough sample for density estimation (Silverman 1986; Kimoto and Ghil 1993a,b) .
Following the method of Kimoto and Ghil (1993b) , the PDF was constructed in the subspace of the leading four EOFs of the 36-winter filtered dataset, using a kernel density estimator and an angular metric in which length corresponds to pattern correlation between height fields in physical space. This estimator provides a tradeoff between smoothness and robustness to subsampling of the PDF, on the one hand, and fidelity to the data, on the other. The angular metric emphasizes differences in spatial pattern rather than amplitude. A kernel smoothing parameter of h ϭ 40Њ was chosen subjectively, yielding four local density maxima; an iterative bump-hunting method was then used to locate these maxima, which correspond to the centroids of the circulation regimes (Kimoto and Ghil 1993b) .
Daily maps are assigned to a regime if they have a pattern correlation of 0.82 or greater with the central map; this membership criterion yields negligible overlap between clusters and assigns 1460 out of 4104 days (36%) to regimes. The leading four covariance EOFs account for 63% of intraensemble variance. The use of a higher-dimensional EOF subspace is impractical with the length of dataset available (Silverman 1986 ). However, similar regime patterns were obtained by repeating the analysis using the K-means clustering method as applied by Michelangeli et al. (1995) , in which clusters are constructed in the subspace of the leading 10 EOFs. The frequency of occurrences of the four regimes identified are not found to vary systematically over the December-March season.
The frequency of occurrence of each regime is given by the number of days per winter spent in that regime, as defined by the above pattern correlation criterion between anomaly maps of geopotential height. In Fig. 7 , anomalies are defined with respect to the ensemble mean seasonal cycle of each individual experiment separately (i.e., control, tropical Pacific, and PacificϩIndian). In Fig. 8 , on the other hand, all anomalies are defined with respect to the ensemble mean seasonal cycle of the control experiment. To determine the regime membership of each day for Fig. 8 , the anomaly maps were projected into the original four-dimensional EOF subspace and daily maps assigned to the regime centroids in the same way as before. Thus, in Fig. 8 , we test how much of the ensemble mean response can be accounted for by the model's intrinsic regimes.
